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QUESTION 1 
You are investigating a report of poor wireless performance in a network that you manage. The 
issue is related to an AP interface in the 5 GHz range. You are monitoring the channel utilization 
over time. 
What is the recommended maximum utilization value that an interface should not exceed? 
 

A. 85% 

B. 95% 

C. 75% 

D. 65% 

 
Answer: C 
Explanation: 

 
 
QUESTION 2 
Refer to the exhibit. By default, FortiOS creates the following DHCP server scope for the FortiLink 
interface as shown in the exhibit. 
What is the objective of the vci-string setting? 
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A. To ignore DHCP requests coming from FortiSwitch and FortiExtender devices 

B. To reserve IP addresses for FortiSwitch and FortiExtender devices 

C. To restrict the IP address assignment to FortiSwitch and FortiExtender devices 

D. To restrict the IP address assignment to devices that have FortiSwitch or FortiExtender as 
their hostname 

 
Answer: C 
Explanation: 
According to the exhibit, the DHCP server scope for the FortiLink interface has a vci-string setting 
with the value "Cisco AP c2700". This setting is used to match the vendor class identifier (VCI) of 
the DHCP clients that request an IP address from the DHCP server. The VCI is a text string that 
uniquely identifies a type of vendor device. 
 
 
QUESTION 3 
Which CLI command should an administrator use to view the certificate verification process in 
real time? 
 

A. diagnose debug application foauthd -1 

B. diagnose debug application radiusd -1 

C. diagnose debug application authd -1 

D. diagnose debug application fnbamd -1 

 
Answer: D 
Explanation: 
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QUESTION 4 
Refer to the exhibits. The exhibits show the wireless network (VAP) SSID profiles defined on 
FortiManager and an AP profile assigned to a group of APs that are supported by FortiGate. 
None of the APs are broadcasting the SSlDs defined by the AP profile. 
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Which changes do you need to make to enable the SSIDs to broadcast? 
 

A. In the SSIDs section enable Tunnel 

B. Enable one channel in the Channels section 

C. Enable multiple channels in the Channels section and enable Radio Resource Provision 

D. In the SSIDs section, enable Manual and assign the networks manually 

 
Answer: B 
Explanation: 
To enable the SSID, you must select at least one channel for the radio. If no channels are 
selected, the SSID will not be enabled. Therefore, enabling one channel in the Channels section 
will allow the SSIDs to broadcast. 
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QUESTION 5 
Which two statements about the guest portal on FortiAuthenticator are true? (Choose two.) 
 

A. Each remote user on FortiAuthenticator can sponsor up to 10 guest accounts 

B. Administrators must approve all guest accounts before they can be used 

C. The guest portal provides pre and post-log in services 

D. Administrators can use one or more incoming parameters to configure a mapping rule for the 
guest portal 

 
Answer: CD 
Explanation: 
The guest portal on FortiAuthenticator can offer services both before and after a guest logs in, 
such as displaying terms of use before login and providing access to network resources after 
successful authentication. 
Administrators have the ability to configure mapping rules for the guest portal using various 
incoming parameters. This allows for flexible and dynamic handling of guest account creation and 
access permissions based on different criteria. 
 
 
QUESTION 6 
Refer to the exhibit. Examine the FortiGate user group configuration and the Windows AD LDAP 
group membership information shown in the exhibit. 
FortiGate is configured to authenticate SSL VPN users against Windows AD using LDAP. The 
administrator configured the SSL VPN user group for SSL VPN users. However the administrator 
noticed that both the student and j.smith users can connect to SSL VPN. 
Which change can the administrator make on FortiGate to restrict the SSL VPN service to the 
student user only? 
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A. In the SSL VPN user group configuration, set Group Name to 
CN=SSLVPN,CN=Users,DC=trainingAD,DC=training,DC=lab. 

B. In the SSL VPN user group configuration, change Name to 
CN=SSLVPN,CN=Users,DC=trainingAD,DC=training,DC=lab. 

C. In the SSL VPN user group configuration, set Group Name to CN=Domain 
Users,CN=Users,DC=trainingAD,DC=training,DC=lab. 

D. In the SSL VPN user group configuration, change Type to Fortinet Single Sign-On (FSSO). 

 
Answer: A 
Explanation: 
The Group Name is the name of the LDAP group that you want to use for authentication. The 
name must match exactly the name of the LDAP group on the LDAP server. 
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